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Abstract

This paper sought to review the literature on teaching English grammar encompassing an overview of grammar definitions and teaching grammar approaches, as well as definitions of games, classifications of games, the influence of using games on the language learners' performance. Prior researches on teaching English grammar through games have also been examined. Key words: English grammar; grammar teaching approach; game; technology
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English grammar? In this section you can learn grammar rules and play games to help you understand. You can also print activities, tests and reference cards to help you learn and remember. Sections (taxonomy_vocabulary_55).

Listen and watch -Songs -Short stories -Poems -Video zone -How to videos Read and write -Your turn -Reading practice -Writing practice Speak and spell -Sounds -Speak -Spell -Tricky words Grammar and vocabulary -Grammar practice -Grammar videos -Grammar chants -Word games -Word of the week Fun and games -Games -Jokes -Tongue twisters

Print and Teach kids and need grammar games to help you create effective lesson plans?... Well, younger kids learning English as a second language are even harder to teach grammar concepts than high school students, I’d say. I usually teach a lot of teenagers and adults, but this semester I have a few kids who light up my day with their energy! The other day, I realized that sometimes teaching them is similar to teaching a class of absolute beginners, which I’ve done a few times here in Spain.